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----------------------------------☔ Weather ☀☃
The year round weather in our area is cold in the winter and in fall and hot in


spring and summer. It affects our lifestyle because we have to wait to do certain things
for example we can only go sleigh riding in the winter and swimming in the summer. It
prevents us from doing certain things because we have four seasons. We have to wear
certain clothing depending on the weather outside for example, it is snowing outside
and you want to play you will have to put on thick and insulated clothing or you would
freeze. In fall you can jump in leaves and, in spring you can climb trees with leaf buds
on them. In The summer you can go swimming in a pool. We have four seasons spring
,winter,summer,and fall and in spring and summer we wear short sleeves and shorts
because it is warmer. We also have some weird weather. Some types are hail which is
chunks of ice falling from the sky hail can get really big. Sleet is rain that freezes on
impact we don't go outside in this type of weather. We have certain things we do in
these types of weather, one way is road salt. Since in winter the roads either have been
iced over, covered in snow, or most of the time both, we have to lay down road salt
which makes the ice melt and less slippery. This is our weather and how it effects us.
By Graham B.,Will V., and Brenden R.

______________________________________________________________________

What We Do For Fun In Our Country and the Foods We Have in Our
Country?
Games

We do a lot of stuff for fun in our country. We all like to play games, like
sports in our country. All the sports we play is football, soccer, baseball, and
basketball. We like to play a game called gaga and we all play it at recess, it is a
complicated game. We also play a game called wall ball, it is where we throw a
ball at the wall and catch it and if you don't catch it and it hits you, you have to
try and get to wall as fast as you can before the ball hits the wall again.
Animals and Foods
We also have animals like cows, chickens, pigs, goats, horses, and BEES!
Cows give us milk, meat, and cheese. Pigs give us bacon, pork, and pork roll.
Goats give us milk and cheese. Horses don't really give us anything, but bees do.
Bees give us…… HONEY!!!!

Cow: 

www.nrc-cnrc
.gc.ca

Pig:animal.mom.me


Chicken: weknowyourdreams.com

Goat: modernfarmer.com

Horse: 
www.liiife.net

Bees: 
www.pestworldforkids.org
By Luke M.,Logan W.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
__

Our Weather

Our year round weather differs from season to season! Winter is cold and has snow,


sleet, hail, and of course, ice! Summer is hot and has rain a lot of the time, spring is
warm, yet colder than summer, and fall the lead up to winter you might need a coat
because it gets chilly. Winter is the only season where you can play in the snow, have
snow days off from school, shovel the driveway, and the best of all in my case HOT
CHOCOLATE! In the summer we get to have pool parties, go camping, go to the beach,
and have ice cream! Fall and spring are usually the season when we are in places like
Clinton Main Street where there are things like Just Chill, JJ Scoops, and more!

Winter
Thanks to centerconsulting .org for the image

Spring
Thanks to Unbridledacts.com for the image

Summer
Thanks to writers.uclaextension.edu for the image

Fall
Thanks to theodysseyonline.com for the image

By Justus F.

________________________________________________________
Where I Would Move

http://prodigy.umbrella.al/travel1/product/parisfrance22/
If I could move anywhere in the world I would move to Hawaii. Here are some
reasons I would move to Hawaii. First of all I would like to live there because of the
beautiful weather. I personally like the weather there because it's not to hot, but not too
cold. Second of all I would like to live there because the water is so warm and pretty.
Also the water in Hawaii is clear and I am afraid of what is under me in the other murky
waters here in New Jersey. Thirdly we have all of the activities in Hawaii. There are
many things to do including swimming with dolphins! There is also skydiving, fishing,
volcano parks, zip lining, water skiing, and of course scuba diving.

Www. Hawaiihomeforsale.org
The Houses
I have never been to Hawaii but I have seen many pictures of Hawaii’s houses
and hotels. The houses are usually very big and beautiful. The houses blend in with
nature very well. Houses in Hawaii normally have huge pools with hot tubs. If you're
lucky one morning then you can find a sea turtle in your pool. The hotels are very tall
and most are circled with a pool. Each hotel haves balcony that faces the shoreline.

As you can tell the house in Hawaii are a lot different than what the houses are
like in New Jersey.

Discounthawaii4u.com
Seasons and Weather
There might be many seasons in New Jersey, but not to many in Hawaii. Hawaii
surprisingly only has two seasons summer and winter. I personally really like that
because for me those are the seasons I like the best. This would be a big change
because then there wouldn't be too much change all the time. The weather is about 70
to 80 degrees Fahrenheit in Hawaii. The plants have differences. For instance the trees
are all palms and in New Jersey has all different types of trees.

Inspiring.com
Dangers
Hawaii seems like a sweet place, but there are many dangers. If you are
planning to go to Hawaii you might not want to read this because it might change your
mind. Let's continue, for example fire dancing, shark attacks, magma, cliff diving, vog,
sun poisoning, and the legend of the Kihei serial killer. I bet you don't know what vog is
so let me explain. Vog is the dust and ash that comes from volcanoes that can kill you if
you breath it in. As you can tell there are many dangerous occurrences in Hawaii.
However there are so many fun activities it makes up for all the dangers.
Bennett S.

______________________________________________________________________
4. If you could change the style of house you live in, would you change it? What would you
change and why?
I am going to be telling you a good and wonderful story why I would change my house
and what I would change and why.

Hello there well this story you will love woooooow. Let's get started.
I would change about my house is that I would want to make it more fun. For example I
would like to add a pool and a trampoline. Sometimes I think that my house is fun, but
other times it isn't fun. The style of my house I would Change is my kitchen because it looks
really bad. My idea is that we could put in an island, new counter tops, and and a new floors
also get rid of the wall papper. What I would also make my room bigger because it is so
small of this room, my room is the smallest in the house. That is what I would like to change
about my house.

Hi, I am back where did we leave off, ahh I remember now. We left off where I wanted to
change my room because it was so small but the thing I really want to change is my
basement where my cats stay because it is a mess down there. Why would I change it
down there? I would change it because I want to make it cleaner and add a couple of things
so let's get started. I would add a carpet and Some storage space to put the boxes. Also I
would change about the backyard now what do I want to change about that. Ohh I know what
I want to change. Like I said before I would add a pool and a trampoline, just picture it. The
part I don't want to change is the finished part of my basement because I think it is just
perfect. Well thank you for listening to my story and by the way I have two basements just
saying so I don't confuse you.

Hey, it's me again and I am going to tell you about my yard now so let's head out to the
yard. Ok here we are let's see, put in the pool and a trampoline. Also I would want to make
my yard smaller because I don't like it so
big because then it feels like you are going to get lost in my yard also I would get more
fence area so my dog does not get into my neighbor's yard. What I would add is a hammock
because they are so comfortable. I would also add a really nice fire pit and really cool, clean
chairs because the chairs I have are so old and really dirty. Hmmm, would else would I add?
My yard needs a nice basketball net because my is so old and when I moved here they told
us that we could keep the basketball net.

I am going to go inside now I will see you there and guess what I would like to change my
parents room to down stairs because I think my room should be in my parents room
because it is bigger than my room. Or I would put my sister in my parents room and I would
get my sister's room because I like her room. Or I would change my brother to go down
stairs and then my sister will get my brothers room and I will get her room, so that means
that my room could be a guest room. Well that's my story now I got to run off. Bye!
Morgan H.
Grade 5

____________________________________________________________
If I Could Change the Style of My House
By Liam W. & Chris C.
If I could change the style of my house I would change the basement to a gaming
room then I could have quiet time to myself. Then I would switch my room to the back
bedroom.Then I would change my room to the play area with board games. Finally I
would change my parents room to downstairs.The next reason is that I would want to
change yard to a smaller space so the house bill is less money. Then I would install my
trampoline then my pool and then my basketball hoop. Then I would change my second
basement area to a work area for my mom to work on her stuff. Finally I would change
my downstairs closer to a mud room closet to put our shoes that are dirty.

Then I would change my fence outside to a bigger and new fence so that the new
one won't have any holes in it. I would put in a treehouse to play in so some nights we
can camp out in the treehouse. Last but not least I would put in a miniature playground
for my sister and I to play in together and have fun. The reason I would change this is
because I need more space in my house to be able to play more. Another reason is that
I need less space to clean so that there is more time to have fun. During the Summer I
would play outside in my pool and I would have more time to play there because I have
less places to clean. This is how I would want to change my house. I would love it if
someone would actually change my house.

The houses in my environment are well designed for the environment. In our region we
have hot summers and cold winters which means we need houses that are good with
snow. Are houses have steep roofs so the snow can fall off.
Also, my house is 250 years old so I guess 2 1/2 Centuries ago they made houses that
were great with snow!

______________________________________________________________________

There are many things that people in my area do for fun like , going sledding in the


winter , swimming in a pool in the summer, jumping into piles of leaves in the fall , and
planting flowers in the spring. Where I live experiences all four seasons , because of that I
get to do all different kinds of things depending on the weather.
Winter in New Jersey
❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄
 hen it is winter time in New Jersey people do many different
W

activities including skiing , snowboarding , building snowmen,
drinking hot chocolate, and going sledding. My favorite part of
winter is how when you wake up and look out your window to see
little snowflakes falling from the sky
.
In winter it is very cold and
we get snow, sleet, and hail.
❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄❄


Spring in New Jersey



When it is spring time in New Jersey
people do many different


things including flying kites and planting flowers we call spring the
new life season because all the animals have children in spring. In our
school the majority of our class play lacrosse and softball for after
school. In spring the temperatures vary. But one things for sure, we
get rain almost every day.


Fall in New Jersey

When it is Fall time in New Jersey soccer and volleyball season


start. This is also the time of year when leaves start to fall, and
animals get ready to go into hibernation. and it starts to get cold.

Summer in New Jersey


In summer we have no school. About half the class goes to camp


and the other half stays home. Our school gives us summer homework.
That includes a math packet and two book reports. Swimming is the
main sport in summer. Many people participate in summer training
camps. Such as Hunterdon Hoops basketball training camp. Many
other sports like lacrosse and softball also have these. In summer it is
very hot and with barely any perception.

By Sami M. and Emma H.

______________________________________________________________________

Mrs. Johnson’s Class
Grade 5
Franklin Township School
Quakertown, New Jersey, USA


Where I live we have four different seasons. Let's start with my favorite season,
summer. My favorite season is summer because the days are longer and they are also
warmer. The nights are shorter so that means I can do a lot. During the summer I go to
the beach, enjoy boating, have fun swimming, play with friends, compete on a hockey
team, and look forward to vacations.
The next season is fall. It is when all the leaves fall so some of the things we do
are make leaf piles and other things but the season after that is the most different
season of all. It is winter, and this is when snow covers the land. I enjoy making snow
forts, going sledding, and having snowball fights. You can make snow angels and go
snow boarding.
After all the snow melts and the temp get warmer it is spring. The spring is like
summer. Right when winter is over it makes you like the heat a lot better. Some things I
do in the spring is go ziplining, swim, walking, going on vacation, and flying my drone,
These are all season where I live.
By, Hayden L.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
__

I live in Hunterdon county. I live in a very rural area. We have lots of farms and land with not a
lot of tall buildings like New York City. In the summer it's very warm. Some fun activities I like to
do in the summer are swimming in Lake George, biking on a trail through the woods, and
horseback riding outside. In the summer there are things we can't do like skiing and building
snowmen. Sometimes we have bitterly cold winters, below freezing. Some fun things I do in the
winter are building snowmen, go skiing or snowboarding, and building igloos. In the winter
things we can not do are swimming outside, we can not wear shorts and short sleeves, and
can't play sports outside.
A common place people like to visit in my area is Round Valley. Round Valley has many
hiking trails around the reservoir. People like to canoe, kayak,and swim in the reservoir.
Personally my favorite thing to do in my area is horseback riding. I have been horseback riding
for about five years, and I know a lot of people in my area that love to ride horses. People in my
area are always active.
Anna M.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
__

What you want to know
You want to know how the landscape, weather, and geographic features of your area
affect your homes, the way people work, your recreation, your diet, and your overall lifestyle.
We would also be interested in original photographs of your area that feature geography.
Please note that there is no need to provide us with images from the Internet. We are
specifically interested in
original photographs taken by students.

Question
Describe the yearround weather in your area. How does the weather affect the things you do
and your lifestyle? Does it prevent you from doing things or help you to do certain activities?

New


Jersey

In my state, New Jersey, we have really cool weather. Our weather is not that complicated. It

snows in the winter, and it is hot in the summer. The weather in New Jersey affects the people
living there in many ways. One way weather affects me and the people around me is, how hot
or cold the temperature is. For example in the summer, you will probably wear shorts and a
Tshirt. But, in the winter you would wear long pants and a heavy jacket. In New Jersey we are
also affected by what we do in our 4 season. I will tell you spring, autumn, summer, and winter
are all so different in their own ways.
I will be happy to tell you all about the 4 seasons so, let's get to it. In the Summer you can go
swimming, go to the beach, and also camp outside. You can't swim in any of the other seasons!
All of the seasons have different activities you can do, you just heard what you can do in
summer now it's time for winter! Winter is pretty much the opposite of summer. There is pretty
snow all over the ground, you see little kids plummeting down a hillside on a sled. Also if the
snow is just right, you may see a few snowmen or igloos! Oh and if you ever come to New
Jersey during the winter, bring heavy jackets and snow pants! “ I
t's
cold!!! In New Jersey “

Now, it's time for spring and fall, I will start with fall. In the fall it is not very cold but you may
need to wear a sweatshirt in order to stay warm. During the fall the trees lose there leaves and
they are all over the ground. So, a common activity is making leaf piles,and jumping in them! It
is so fun to see all the leaves go flying in the air. Most parents aren't really into having to rake up
all of the leaves, especially when you live near a bunch of trees! Doing this can take hours so
most kids try not to get the job of raking them! That is fall but now it's spring! Springs weather is
a lot like fall’s except in the spring it rains more! In the spring it is the perfect time to play sports,
baseball, softball, football, and a little bit of soccer. That is more than most seasons. Hope you
have all the information you wanted wherever you are!

By Audrey T.
Grade 5

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
__
My Franklin Project Idea:
By: Griffin M.
I live in Pittstown New Jersey.
Grade: 5
If I could change my house I would put a pool in my backyard and a curly tube water slide
outside because in the summer it gets so hot here that you need to cool down. The water tube
slide would be really tall. I would also finish my basement because it is so cold in the winter that
I'd like to stay inside. I also like to go sledding, and build snowmen and snowforts. I would put a
giant TV in the finished basement. I would put a pool table, an air hockey table, and a foosball
table. I would also have an Xbox one and 360, a Wii U, and a PS4. The TV would have a curved
leather couch in front of it for movies, and there would be a popcorn maker next to the wall. That
is what I would do if I had to change the house I live in.
If I had to live in a different place with different geography, I would choose Florida. I like
Florida because it is warm. Disney World and Universal Studios are in Florida! I would go to
Disney and Universal on the weekends. I would live in Orlando. Disney and Universal are in
Orlando. That would be so cool! That is where I would live if I had to change the location of
where I live now.

_

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_
1.Describe the yearround weather in your area. How does the weather affect the things you do
and your lifestyle? Does it prevent you from doing things or help you to do certain activities?
In our area the weather in the summer is hot and sunny most of the time. Sometimes it
rains or we have some thunder storms. In summer we can swim,ride bikes, go outside, go to
outside water parks,and a lot of other fun stuff. Summer prevents us from doing a lot of stuff as
well we can't go skiing, we definitely can't ride our snowmobiles, no snow angels, not even
building snowmen, we can't have snow ball fights, and a lot of other fun winter things we can't
do in summer. Summer helps us to do certain things as well, in summer it is warm and sunny so
it motivates us to go for a run or ride our bikes. In summer you shouldn't be wearing long
sleeves and long pants, no you would want to be wearing a Tshirt and shorts. It is fun in
summer but it is also really fun in winter.
In our area the weather in winter is cold and snowy. In winter we can do a lot of fun things we
can't do in summer like have snowball fights, go skiing or snowboarding, build snowman, ribs
our snowmobile, go swimming but only in the indoor swimming pool, build a fire, and tons of
other fun things. Winter prevents us from riding bikes, going to the beach, we can't even be
outside in shorts or a Tshirt, and a lot of really fun things you can definitely do in summer that
you can't do in winter. We can't do any of this just because it is too cold in winter. Because
winter can be so cold, it motivates us to wear tons and tons of layers, drink hot chocolate, and to
build fires.
2. Describe what people in your area do for fun. What kind of places do you visit? What kinds
of attractions are available? What is your favorite thing to do?
In our area, some people like to plays sports for fun others like to read. Popular sports are
hockey, gymnastics, soccer, basketball, lacrosse, softball, baseball, football, swimming, skiing,
snowboarding, and many other fun games. Because NJ is coastal state, many people like to go
to the beach. Other places to visit are water parks, hotels, restaurants, parks, the zoo, and a ton
of other awesome places. There are a lot of attractions available to the public for example the
Jenkinson's boardwalk or the Statue of Liberty. My favorite things to do are go to water parks,
play soccer, gymnastics, and ski.

By, Liah F

.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
__

Joey Temple, Jack Shea, Devin Innella, and Ryan Forbes
Fifth Grade
Franklin Township School
Our school was built in 1937 and finished in 1939. Improvements came in 2012 where
they added new classrooms and study rooms. When I was walking in the hallway, I saw a new
speech room, a PTA room, and a principal’s office! The improvement was really exciting. The
first Franklin Township school built was the little red school house. The schoolhouse has been
standing for 200 years, and today it stands next to our huge school! Lots of teachers decided to
work here because they want to be able to teach young children, and yes, even the older kids,
Math, Reading, Art, Computers, etc.
Our school has a great new music teacher and he thought of having the winter and
spring concert, which is when all the kids in the school play instruments and sing. Students can
choose to sing or play an instrument. First grade, second grade and third grade play their songs
and sing. The fourth and fifth graders sing and play songs. Then the middle schoolers do their
songs. The winter concert is where we do Christmas and Hanukkah songs, and the spring
concert is where we play different types of songs. The school now does a play where kids of
any age sing and dance on stage.
For the past couple years there have been many sports teams including softball,
baseball, basketball, volleyball, and soccer. Most of these teams either have all boys or all girls,
but the soccer team is the only one that is a coed team, (a team that has girls and boys). FTS
has a lot of talent on their teams. For example, the softball team has made it to the playoffs for
the past two years and won last year. The soccer team has also done very well for the past
three years. Three years ago they won the championships and they made it back to the

championships the other two years. Basketball is a little different because it has a lot of
different teams such as 5th grade girls, 5th grade boys, 6 7 and 8th grade girls, and 6 7 and
8th grade boys. Moving on to another sport the volleyball team has been 1st place for the past
3 years.
We have great teachers at our school. Also, the specialty teachers are great as well.
They teach us new techniques, and allow us to do fun projects. For computers, Mr. Smith
allowed us to do a slideshow about Dia De Los Muertos. For Art, Mrs. Maxwell does clay
models of pottery. For STEM, Ms. Gooditis does coding and building models and robots.
Every year our school has a talent show. There are a lot of kids and all of the kids
siblings and parents are there to watch it. The first place winner gets a first place trophy. The
second and third place winners get ribbons. The audience gets to decide who wins or not. Each
year our school does a performance for the theater class. There is one in the beginning of the
year the middle and the end. Our theater teacher is great. Her name is, Ms. Gooditis. She
helps.
Not only does teachers protect students for safety. Our school has a AAA safety patrol.
What is a safety patrol you might ask. A safety patrol is students who can protect other students
from accidents, collisions, or dangerous events going on. Safety patrol is an important job,
because most teachers can’t control all of the students so safety patrol can assist. 5th graders
can do safety patrol 
ONLY 
because they are more responsible than other grades. You might
think middle schoolers do it. Wrong! They did it last year so the teachers are giving them a
break and to give other kids a try. To us and my entire school, safety is the #1 rule in the world.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
__
Wow those are cool seasons!!! New Jersey’s geography is different than other states,
but then all states are different. In New Jersey there are four seasons. There is winter, spring,
summer, and fall. Because it is usually 80 degrees F. In the summer or more, I go swimming in
my pool. I play with water a lot in the summer time because when fall comes you lose the
opportunity because in fall the temperature drops to about 6070 degrees F. And as fall goes on
the temperature drops to about 50 degrees F. It is still fun to make leaf piles and jump in it. Then
winter comes around the corner and it snows. I love to make snow igloos and snow men. I built
a snow igloo last year but this year I am going to have a snowball room, lounge, sleeping area,
and a snow ball making room. My brother and I will make a tunnel and every time we make one
we put it in a sled and take the sled full of snow balls to the snow ball room. My goal is to pour
water on it to make it ice and it will last longer. Winter starts to pass and then a beautiful season
comes around but also a dangerous one. It is spring. Because the temperature warms up, all
the snow melts and can cause a flood.
Many activities are fun. There are so many activities in my state. In the summer I can
ride dirt bikes and quads, swim, climb trees, cut grass, go hiking in my little woods. In the fall I
can't swim but I can make leaf piles, jump in leaf piles, get ready for winter and so much more.
Our foods here are pork, shrimp, lobster, soups, salad and a lot more. Candy is one of the most
important food to me because it tastes good and is very sweet. Even though candy makes you
hyper, I still like It.

By, Eric H.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
__

Franklin Township, a small town in New Jersey has a small area but a big
heart. There are many beautiful scenic places and great food. Everyone in
Franklin Township loves it!
People in our area do all sorts of activities year-round. Most children play
sports in Franklin. For example, I play basketball in the winter, lacrosse in the
spring, and soccer in the fall. I really enjoy having fun with my friends and
playing the games I love. Some people have unique hobbies they like to do. Such
as rock collecting, collecting stamps, collecting coins, photography, and many
others. My favorite places to visit are Long Beach Island on the coast of New
Jersey and Disney World in Florida. I enjoy traveling to other states and
exploring. In Franklin Township, there are many attractions. For example, every
Halloween lots of people go to Trunk-or-Treat because the houses in our area are
usually far spread apart and are harder to get a lot of candy from because they
take a long walk to get to. Trunk-or-treat is located at a place called Elk’s Club.
There is a big open field where all the children get candy from the trunks of cars.
There are also costume contests and food. There are also many fundraisers and
fairs in Franklin Township. One fair that everyone seems to enjoy is the 4-H fair.
The 4-H fair is a fun place for competitions, contests, petting animals and much
more. Another is the Balloon Festival. The Balloon Festival is a great place for
children and adults. The adults can buy many different products or jewelry. There
is also great food, contests, music, and of course, you can watch hot-air balloons.
The weather in our area much affects the attractions and activities we are able to

do. Since the weather in our area has four distinct seasons, the people that run
the special attractions can choose wisely when they want to set up.
Franklin Township is a great town, don't get me wrong, but I think that we
should change the pollution level in our area. In my opinion, there are a lot of
beautiful places in Franklin Township, but for the places that aren't, I would get
rid of all the litter in the places that need a little bit of love. If there was no litter,
or even less litter than there already is would make me happy because nobody
wants to feel like they’re living in a dumpster. Sometimes, I go to trails in
Franklin Townships and I look out into the woods and see…garbage. Seeing this
garbage makes me feel upset and wish that there was no litter so we can preserve
these great places. If had one wish, getting rid of all the litter in places that need
help would be mine! If my wish could come true, or if we all work together to
accomplish this task, the geology of Franklin Township could be much more
beautiful!!
By,
Taylor S.
5th Grade

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
__
In New Jersey the weather isn't hot or cold.all year round it is hot in the summer and cold
in the winter. The precipitation affects us,when it snows we can't go outside and play sports like
we do in the summer.We stay inside or go outside to play in the snow. We live in a rural
area.New Jersey borders the Atlantic Ocean.In are state we play outside to satifife ourself. We
are very lucky to have four seasons.That means we have a lot to do with our friends outside.
For example when it's sunny outside, me and my friends all get together and and play a game
that we love to play.Are main place to go for vacation is usually the Jersey shore but only in the
summer. We can't go in any other season because it's cold. So we go to a warm state such as
South Carolina or Florida I'm sure there is others.Sometimes we go on vacation for fun or just to
relax as long as we have a good time.For example me and my family go to wildwood every
summer.
By, Alex T.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
__
Season in New Jersey

In the state of New Jersey we have four different seasons, and we have a lot of
things that we like to do for fun. Depending on what season it is, is what we do such as
in the summer some people like to do swimming. In the winter some people also like to
do ice skating. Normally it's very sunny here except for in the winter when it snows. I
love have snowball fights and building forts in winter. In summer I swim a lot. Actually I
swim all year round. For fun swimming, playing outside, and playing my guitar is what I
do for fun. When summer comes I want to play my guitar outside under the trees. Also
in summer I do swim in a outside pool. When I say I like playing outside that means I
play outside all year round. My cousins and I like to play football in summer and winter.
But mostly in summer. But in winter we go down to a fort that we made a little while ago
and do things with the snow like make walls or make snow blocks. In our state the
weather is very nice. We barely ever have a lot of rain (except when it's cloudy on some
days). The summer is very nice we always can go outside and hang out because that's
what my family does in summer and in winter we also go outside a lot because when It
snows all we want to do is have fun. The climate in winter is cold but summer is at least
higher than 70 degrees Fahrenheit.
If I could change my house at all I would do a lot such as I would make a water
slide from my room to the pool in my front yard. I think maybe I could make my room
very high. Another thing I could do is add on to my house like make another room or

make my house a lot bigger. Maybe I could also put another pool inside. I reason I
would do all of this is be because I like bigger, cooler,and better houses to live in. I love
mansions because they are so big so if I could make my house like a mansion than I
would be VERY HAPPY :) !
By Bella H.
______________________________________________________________________
Do you ever wonder what is happening in the United States? What activities people are
involved in? There are many activities in New Jersey that you probably think are strange, but
this is what I do for fun.
In our area the temperatures change throughout the year. I'm here to explain the
seasons. In the summer it is usually warm. In the spring it is a little cooler than summer and it is
very rainy. In the fall the weather is usually cold and dry. This is when I know that it is almost
winter! Usually in the winter, the ground is covered with white sheets of snow, or sleet. On a
summer day the leaves on the trees are green as they can be. Also, the grass is tall and green.
In the fall the leaves on the trees turn red, yellow, orange, green, and brown. The ground is
starting to dry up and get dewy in the morning. Eventually, they fall off. In the winter, you can't
see the leaves because they are usually covered with snow. In the spring the leaves are
growing back on the trees and flowers are blooming on the trees and ground. I love how the
seasons change, and it is very interesting.
There are many different things that we are able to do where we live. Here are a few
things that we are able to do. I am able to have cows. My sister, Gabrielle, and my older sister,
Sara have cows too. We go to fairs in the summer and show our cows. Since our climate is this
way, we are able to have cows. These are my cows… Also, my family goes on a vacation in the
summer. My sister and I usually go outside and go biking. In the spring, people go fishing. Since
we get a lot of rain in the spring, fisherman go fishing because fish are usually come closer to
the water went it rains. There is even a fishing derby and it is rain or shine! At the fishing derby,
you can win a fishing pole in your age group from the amount of fish you catch. If you get the
most fish in your age group you get a prize, which is the fishing pole. I usually go strawberry
picking with my mom and my sister. In the winter, we can do things like snowmobiling. My
father is a farmer, and he owns a few snowmobiles and we ride on them in his fields. Another
activity that I do is go to my grandparent’s house and slides down their massive hill. She has a
few old sleds from when my dad and his brothers were younger. My family races down the hill,
ride for fun, and ride together on one tiny sled. Sometimes it is too cold to go outside and I just
have to stay inside and watch movies while sipping hot chocolate. In the fall, I go back to school
and my dad is a farmer and is harvesting the crops. We also go apple picking. This year I went
apple picking at my grandparent’s neighbors house because they have a farm. There is a lot
more activities in the whole world, but I hope you like these activities and what I do for fun!
By Kaitlyn M.

______________________________________________________________________
I live in the northeast United States of America.Our weather in Pittstown, Hunterdon
County, is generally warm in the summer and cold in the winter. We don't usually have
hurricanes or tornadoes, but we can get a lot of rain in the spring and sometimes heavy snowfall
in the winter. Every once in awhile we will have a very windy day.
During warm weather we can go swimming, have pool parties, or drive down to the
Jersey Shore to enjoy the cool ocean. In the summer we like to go to Aruba, have family picnics,
swim at the pool.
Since we live close to Pennsylvania, we can go there to ski or snowboard in the Pocono
mountains. We live in a hilly region. In the winter we can go sledding
In the spring the leaves come back. In the winter we can have a campfire and s'mores
We also have a good variety of foods. We have a lot a lot of good pizza places around
the area. I like Duke's Pizza the best and recommend that to anyone. There is also Chinese
food. There is a lot of diners. Duke’s has Italian food and American food. They are located in
downtown Pittstown.They have a general store, pizzeria. We also have the Pittstown inn they
serve American food. My favorite thing there is the hanger steak. They have great French
fries.They have great desserts. My favorite dessert is vanilla ice cream. In a shopping center we
also have Frank's pizza they serve italian food. My favorite pizza there is cheese pizza.
Anthony P.
Grade 5
Franklin Township School
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